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Abstract

We study the dark matter particle, the dark photon (DP), in the decay of
the Higgs-like boson. The nature of dark matter is maintained through the
hidden sector including the effects of breaking of the scale invariance. The
model is based on the additional U ′(1) gauge group associated with light DP.
The interaction between DP and quarks is mediated by the derivative of the
scalar - the dilaton. The latter appears in the conformal sector which triggers
the electroweak symmetry breaking. Upper limits are set on the DP mass,
the mixing strength between the standard photon and DP. The model does
allow to estimate the DP mass with the value of 4.5 MeV. The maximal value
of the scale invariance breaking constant is also reported.

I. Introduction.- It is known the interest to the theories in which the Standard
Model (SM) is strongly coupled to a conformal sector of particles and the unparticle
stuff. The certain gauge models may admit the additional U ′(1) gauge group asso-
ciated with new gauge bosons which can have the small masses or will be almost
massless (for a recent review see [1] and the references therein). The extended group
SU(2)L × U(1)Y × U ′(1)B may appear, where index B in the new group U ′(1)B is
associated with an extra gauge boson Bµ that would be the dark matter (DM), e.g.,
the dark photon (DP) γ?. The standard photon γ may oscillate into γ? followed by
the invisible decay to neutrino-antineutrino pair, γ? → ν̄ ν. We develop the model
in which the SM is coupled to scale invariant sector in terms of DP with spin 1. We
study the effects on the electroweak sector from the conformal sector, and the new
bounds on DM physics are predicted. The coupling to the scale invariant degrees
of freedom (d.o.f.) - the scalar dilaton sector - is most important operator in our
analysis.

In the classical scale invariant scheme at very high energies the dilaton σ̄ appears
in the gravity action (see, e.g., [2] and the footnote 1 thereby)

P =

∫
d4x
√
−g̃ 1

2

[
κr2 + (∂µσ̄)2 − ησ̄2 r

]
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with the curvature r and positive dimensionless parameters κ and η. Once the
conformal invariance is broken, the dilaton gets the vacuum expectation value (vev)
f and the last term in P yields the Einstein-Hilbert action at low energies. The
breaking of conformal invariance at the scale ΛCFT = 4π f triggers electroweak
symmetry breaking (EWSB) at the scale ΛEW = 4π v < ΛCFT , where v = 246 GeV
is the vev of the Higgs boson. The scales f and v are different except for the Higgs
boson (f = v). The dilaton operator triggers the breaking of SU(2)L×U(1)Y gauge
invarince through the dilaton mass operator.

The hidden DM sector can be explored in collider experiments. The dark photon
mixes with the standard photon via the kinetic term ∼ ε Fµν B

µν with ε being the
mixing strength; Fµν and Bµν are the strength tensors of electromagnetic Aµ and
Bµ fields, respectively. The basic object is the decay H → γ γ?, where H should
either be the SM Higgs boson H or the scalar dilaton of conformal sector.

In this paper, we consider the scenario, where DM particle is the only DP within
the reach of the LHC energy

√
s ∼ O(10 TeV ). Recently, the DP and resonant

monophoton signatures in Higgs boson decays at the LHC has been studied in [3].
The combined overall signal strength for the events of the Higgs boson decaying
to two photons and four leptons obtained at the LHC by the ATLAS and CMS
collaborations is µ = 1.24 + 0.18 − 0.16 [4] which may indicate a slight excess in
the signal yields relative to the SM predictions. From the first glance, the slight
deviation from µ = 1 (SM) might be explained by the additional contribution of
New Physics effects, e.g., by quarks of 4th generation or by new scalar objects (e.g.,
charged Higgs bosons in 2-Higgs Doublet Model (2HDM)) in the loop. However,
the extra quark generation is excluded by present Higgs data [5], while 2HDM has
to be confirmed experimentally first.

We consider the theory with the conformal anomaly of the type scalar-vector-
vector that involves a scale (dilatation) current Kµ and two vector states γ and
γ?. The latter state should carry the scale invariant d.o.f. In QCD the conformal
anomaly reflects the violation of conformal invariance because of quantum effects:
the divergence of Kµ does not vanish that indicates the breaking of scale invariance

∂µK
µ = θµµ =

β(g)

2 g
Ga
µν G

µν a +
∑
q

mq[1 + γm(g2)]q̄ q.

Here, θµµ is the trace of the energy-momentum tensor, β(g) is the standard QCD
beta-function with the coupling constant g, Ga

µν is the strength of gluon tensor. The
quark state q is accompanied by the mass mq and γm(g2) stands for the anomalous
dimension of the mass operator q̄q. If the conformal invariance is breaking, the
scalar color-singlet state o(p) with the mass mo, the momentum pµ and the decay
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constant f0 can be produced when Kµ acts on the vacuum:

〈0|Kµ(x)|o(p)〉 = i pµ fo e
−i p x, 〈0|θµµ(x)|o(p)〉 = m2

o fo e
−i p x. (1)

The state o in (1) would be either σ̄ or the SM Higgs boson H at low energies; |0〉 is
the vacuum state corresponding to spontaneously broken dilatation symmetry. The
coupling of the triangle QCD scale anomaly to γ γ? final state is described by the
effective interaction

LH γ γ? = ε gH γ γ? Fµν B
µν H,

where the origin of H is undestood through θµµ due to conformal anomaly; gH γ γ?

is the coupling of the effective interaction related (proportional) to f−1
o and can be

fixed from the experiment.
We suppose that an enhanced rate of the Higgs signal in γγ channel with re-

spect to the SM prediction is due to scale invariant breaking sector of Conformal
Field Theory (CFT), where the contribution from the DP with the mass m to the
branching ratio of the Higgs boson decay H → γγ would be significant [6]

BR(H → γγ?) ' (1 + a ε2 Ω)BRSM(H → γγ),

where a ∼ O(1) is the positive constant, Ω ∼ (1−m2/m2
H)3, mH is the mass of H

and BRSM is the branching ratio of the decay H → γγ within the SM expectations.
The mass of the DP is unknown, however, the mixing factor ε is predicted in various
models with the values in the range 10−12−10−2. In the low energy experiments the
values of ε in the area 10−5 − 10−2 have been probed [7]. On the phenomenological
grounds, the DP masses in MeV range are favored for the present work. If no excess
events are found, the obtained results would give the bounds on ε as a function of
m.

The salient feature of the decay H → γγ? is that the energy of γ? has a contin-
uous spectrum in the rest frame of H, in contrast to H → γγ in the SM. Therefore,
by measuring the photon energy spectrum in the Higgs boson decay, one can dis-
criminate the presence of DP or not. Signals of DP can be detected in the missing
energy and momentum distribution carried away by DP once it was produced in
H → γγ?. Due to CP invariance the spin-1 nature of the missing energy is con-
firmed. The interference effects with the amplitude of H → γγ can also be taken
into account. Finally, once DP is produced, the energy spectrum of the photon is
no longer a δ-like function peaked at mH/2 as in H → γγ, but rather a continuous
one spreading from zero to mH/2.

In this paper DP is considered in the framework of the gauge dipole field model
which exhibits an infrared (IR) singularities. In Abelian Higgs model the break-
ing of the gauge symmetry implies the dipole singularity in two-point Wightman
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function (TPWF) of the dipole fields, e.g., the scalar or the gauge fields, satisfying
the equations of motion of 4th order [8-13]. The interacting dipole fields are local,
relativistic quantum fields with a genuinely indefinite metric on the space of states
generated from the vacuum. They converge asymptotically to free dipole fields. One
of the crucial points of dipole quantum fields is that the massless dipole fields in
d = 4 space-time have a logarithmic increase at spatially separated arguments that
features the confinement-like phenomenon [12,13]. Other classes of models exhibit-
ing IR singularities of the type δ′(p2) in p-momentum space have been presented in
[14,15].

In Sec. II the couplings and constraints of the DM through the observable ε are
found. Sec. III is devoted to the Lagrangian which defines the Higgs-dilaton Abelian
gauge model, and to the resulting equations of motion. In Sec. IV we obtain TPWF
and the propagator of DP. In the concluding section the results are summarized.

II. Couplings and constraints.- CFT can be coupled to SM, and will then be
a candidate to describe the DM sector. The ultraviolet (UV) coupling of an operator
OUV of dimension dUV to a SM operator OSM of dimension d at the UV scale M
(UV messenger) has the form

1

Md−4
OSM

1

MdUV
OUV . (2)

No masses are allowed in the Lagrangian of the effective theory containing (2). All
masses can be generated dynamically in IR. We consider the hidden sector which
is formed itself when the dilaton field σ̄ is coupled to a U(1) gauge theory. The
coupling of σ̄(x) to DM sector in UV is

1

MdUV −2
|σ̄|2OUV ,

which flows in IR to coupling of the Higgs boson H to DM operator OIR of dimension
dIR

const
ΛdUV −dIR

MdUV −2
|H|2OIR

when the scale invariance is almost breaking (Λ is the strong coupling scale). Once
H acquires v, theory becomes nonconformal below the scale Λ̃, where [16]

Λ̃4−dIR =
ΛdUV −dIR

MdUV −2
v2.

Below Λ̃ the DM sector becomes a standard particle sector. For a typical energy√
s of a collider experiment Λ̃ <

√
s < Λ, which leads to the energy constraint to
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search for DM physics

s2−dIR/2 >

(
Λ

M

)dUV −dIR
M2−dIR v2.

Based on the operator form (2) the mixing strength ε, as an observable, is

ε =

(√
s

M

)2(d−4) (√
s

Λ

)2dIR ( Λ

M

)2dUV

. (3)

Then the effect of DM sector on observables has no the dependence on dUV , dIR and
Λ, and is bounded by [6]

ε <
sd

(v2Md−2)2 . (4)

It is clear from (3) that signals of new physics with DM increase with energy, the
dimension d of the SM operator, and would be seen if the values of the parameter
M are not too large. If the deviation from the SM is detected at the level of order
3%, the DM would be visible at the LHC (

√
s ∼ O(10 TeV)) as long as M < 1000

TeV with d = 4. The result for an upper limit (4) is shown in Fig.1 for
√
s = 8 -14

TeV and M = 800-1000 TeV (d = 4).
Assuming that the production cross section of H is dominated by the gluon

fusion process, we propose the measured value of µ as µ = (1 + a ε2 Ω)F , where
F = c2

G v
2/f 2 is the ratio between the significances of the dilaton and the SM Higgs

boson signals; cG = 11−2nlight/3, nlight is the number of quarks (in the loop) lighter
than the dilaton. The upper limit of the DP mass can be estimated through the
formula

m2 < m2
H

{
1−

[
1

a x

( µ
F
− 1
)]1/3

}
, (5)

where x is an upper limit of the mixing strength squared. In the decay H → γγ? the
gauge invariant operator structure is OSM OIR ∼ εq̄ γµ q H BµM−1 and the relevant
energy scale is the mass of the heavy quark in the loop. Since the new effects beyond
the SM is expected on the scale M > v ∼ O(0.3 TeV ), we find the upper limit on
the mixing strength ε < 3 · 10−2 in the case of the top-quark in the loop (d = 4).
Once the mixing ε is almost zero, the only decay of the SM Higgs boson into two
photons would be appropriate.

The amplitude of the decay γ? into neutrino-antineutrino pair, νν̄, is

Am(γ? → νν̄) =
1

2
fν ν̄ (gVν γβ + gAν γβ γ5) ν γ?β,
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Fig. 1: Upper limit of ε (4) as a function of
√
s and M .

where f 2
ν = 4

√
2Gm2, G ∼ 10−5 GeV −2 is the weak coupling strength. Since

there are no final state interactions in γ? → νν̄ decay, one has its partial width
in the form Γ(γ? → νν̄) = (2/3) ᾱ ε2 · m, where ε2 =

√
2Gg2

νm
2/(4 π ᾱ), ᾱ is an

electromagnetic gauge coupling, and g2
Vν

= g2
Aν
≡ g2

ν is taken into account. Using
the restriction on ε < 3 · 10−2 above mentioned, one can find the upper limit on the
DP mass m < 4.7 GeV. There is a weak dependence on f from the DP mass m.
The main contribution is given by the increasing factor cG ∼ 7 for either nlight = 5
or nlight = 6. The combined data of ATLAS and CMS [4] with the central value
µ = 1.24 gives the maximal value of f on the level of 1.54 TeV (see (5)) in the case
when all the known quark flavors are lighter than the dilaton. If the latter is lighter
than the top-quark, we conclude f < 1.7 TeV. Comparing the result for Γ(γ? → νν̄)
above mentioned and the calculation of the process γ? → νν̄ with electromagnetic
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neutrino formfactor (EMNF) [17], we find the DP mass in the form

m = ml

 18 π2

ᾱ2
(

ln Λ2
ν

m2
l
− 1

6

)2


1
4

.

Here, ml is the mass of the charged lepton in the loop, Λν is the cut off scale in the
logarithmically divergent integral of EMNF. Using Λν at the scale of the Z-boson
mass, the DP mass m = 4.5 MeV is equated for the case of an electron loop in
EMNF. The LHC is the good facility where the DM physics can be tested well.

III. Model.- The Lagrangian density (LD) of the Higgs-dilaton Abelian gauge
model where the field Bµ mixes with Aµ is

Lε = −1

2
ε Fµν B

µν − ξ(∂µAµ)(∂νB
ν) + q̄(i∂̂ −mq − g Â) q − Iµ(Bµ − ∂µσ), (6)

where ξ is a real number, g is dimensioneless coupling constant, Fµν = ∂µAν−∂νAµ,
Bµν = ∂µBν − ∂νBµ, and Iµ is an auxiliary field. The subcanonical scalar field
σ(x) with zero dimension in mass units is the primary dilaton field (the grandfa-
ther potential) which provides a control over UV and IR divergences. As the true
Nambu-Goldstone boson, the dilaton couples to other fields via the derivative, thus
avoiding bounds on a fifth force. LD (6) is invariant under the restricted gauge
transformations of the second kind

Aµ → Aµ + ∂µα, Bµ → Bµ + ∂µα, σ → σ + α, ψ → ψ ei g α, Iµ → Iµ, (7)

where α(x) obeys the equation �α(x) = 0 (� ≡ ∂µ ∂
µ). The parametrization of the

H couplings to quarks that are relevant for collider physics is

LH = −H
v

∑
q

mq q q̄. (8)

If the SM is the part of CFT the Higgs couplings to massless gauge bosons with q-
fields in the loop is replaced by corresponding dilaton couplings (2m2

q/v
2)H+H(x)→

m2
q σ

2(x) [18]. Hence, (8) is transformed to

Lσ = − σ√
2

∑
q′

(mq′ + xσ yq′ v) q′ q̄′, (9)

where xσ = m2
σ/f

2 < 1 parametrizes the size of deviations from exact scale invari-
ance; mσ is the mass of the dilaton; yq are 9 additional contributions to the Yukawa
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couplings. If SM is embedded in the conformal sector we assume that q′ are those
quark d.o.f. which obey the condition∑

light

bi +
∑
heavy

bi = 0, (10)

where i carries either QCD or electroweak (EW) features of the coefficients bi of
corresponding β-functions. The sum in (10) is splitted over all colored particles into
sums over light and heavy states in the mass scale separated by mσ. Hence the only
quarks q′ in (9) lighter than that of the dilaton are included in the coefficients of
corresponding β-function. In particlular, blightQCD = −cG, where the number of light
quarks is either nlight = 5 if mσ < mt, or nlight = 6 if mσ > mt for the top quark

mass mt [18]. In EW sector one has blightEW = −80/9 if mσ < 2mW , or blightEW = −35/9
if 2mW < mσ < 2mt, or blightEW = −17/3 if 2mt < mσ, where mW is the mass of the
W -boson [19]. Once the conformal invariance is breaking down, the dilaton is the
Higgs-boson itself when f = v. The dilaton σ serves as a conformal compensator
which under gauge transformation shifts as a Goldstone boson, σ → σ + α. The
invariance of LD (6) is broken because of (8), (9) and a small mass parameter m of
DP if they should incorporate in (6). Finally, because of conformal condition (10)
the dilaton contribution to the decay H → γ γ corresponds to including the states
lighter than the dilaton in the β-function coefficients.

Consider the scale invariant sector of the theory, which contains the fields H and
σ̄ in the action

P (H, σ̄) =

∫
d4xLSI(x) =

∫
d4x

{
1

2

[
(∂µH)2 + (∂µσ̄)2]− λ

4

(
H2 − β2σ̄2

)2
}
.

(11)
The action (11) is invariant under dilatation transformations x→ x′ = c x (c > 0),
φ(x) → φ′(x′) = c−dφ φ(x), where dφ is the scaling dimension of φ, where φ : H, σ̄;
β = 〈H〉/〈σ̄〉 = v/f . The LD of the model becomes

L = Lε + Lσ −
1

2
m2BµB

µ + LSI . (12)

The equations of motion are

(i∂̂ −mq − gÂ) q = 0, σ
∑
q′

(mq′ + xσ yq′ v) q′ = 0,

∂µ I
µ = −f β2 σ̄

H
�H − f �σ̄ −

∑
q′

(mq′ + xσ yq′ v)q̄′ q′,
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�Bµ =
1

ε
Yµ +

(
1− ξ

ε

)
∂µ(∂ ·B), Yµ = gq̄ γµ q, (13)

Bµ =
ε

m2

[
�Aµ −

1

ε
Iµ −

(
1− ξ

ε

)
∂µ(∂ · A)

]
. (14)

The equation of motion for q implies current conservation ∂µY
µ = 0. Then taking

into account the equations (13) and Bµ(x) = ∂µσ(x), one approaches the dipole
equation for the Hermitian virtual dilaton field σ̄(x)

lim
xσ→0

�2σ̄(x) ' 0, f 6= 0. (15)

IV. TPWF and propagator.- It is known that the space with an indefinite
metric is useful to the formalization of the idea of virtual (or potential) states. For
this, the Hilbert space of physical state vectors has to be replaced by pseudo-Hilbert
space of virtual state vectors. The TPWF for σ̄(x) has the form

ω(x) = 〈Ω, σ̄(x) σ̄(0)Ω〉. (16)

The vacuum vector Ω in (16) is defined as the vector satisfying σ̄(−)(x)Ω = 0,
〈Ω,Ω〉 = 1, where σ̄(x) is decomposed into negative-frequency (annihilation) and
positive-frequency (creation) parts: σ̄(x) = σ̄(−)(x) + σ̄(+)(x), σ̄(+)(x) = [σ̄(−)(x)]+.
The function ω(x) (16) should be Lorentz-invariant and the equation

�2ω(x) = 0 (17)

is evident from (15). The general solution of (17) is the following expansion (see
[10] and the refs. therein)

ω(x) = b1 ln
l2

−x2
µ + i ε x0

+ b2
1

x2
µ − i ε x0

+ b3 (18)

which is the distribution on the space S ′(<4) of temperate generalized function on
<4. The coefficients b1 and b2 in (18) will be defined later, while b3 is an arbi-
trary constant. The parameter l in (18) having the dimension in units of length
breaks the scale invariance under dilatation transformation that implies sponta-
neously symmetry breaking of the dilatation invariance of (15). The TPWF (16)
is the homogeneous generalized function of the zeroth order with the dilatation
properties ω(ρx) = ω(x)− 1/(8 π)2 ln ρ, ρ > 0.
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The Fourier transformation (FT) of the first term in (18) is proportional to∫
2π θ(p0) δ′(p2, M̂2) e−ipxd4p which does not have the (positive) measure (IR diver-

gence), where M̂ = (2/l) e1/2−γ, γ is the Euler’s constant. The δ′(p2, M̂2) is well-
defined distribution only on the space S(<4) of complex Schwartz test functions on
<4

δ′(p2, M̂2) =
1

16
�2
p

[
θ(p2) ln

p2

M̂2

]
,

and would have the form as δ′(p2) for the same IR reasons only on the space S0(<4),
where the test functions u(x) from S(<4) are zero in the origin, u(0) = 0. The
distribution δ′(p2) is defined by∫

2 π θ(p0) δ′(p2)u(p) d4p =

∫
Γ+
0

1

2n p

(
−n ∂ +

1

n p

)
u(p) (dp)0,

where n is the fixed unit time-like vector (n2 = 1) in the Minkovsky space S(M)
from V + = {p ∈ M, p2 > 0, p0 > 0}; Γ+

0 = {p ∈ M, p2 = 0, p0 > 0}; u(p) is an
arbitrary function from S(M) which is zero at p = 0. For n = (1,~0) one has

− ∂

∂m2
σ

∫
2 π θ(p0) δ(p2 −m2

σ)u(p) d4p = − ∂

∂m2
σ

∫
d3p

2E
u(E, ~p).

One can verified that (p2)2 δ′(p2, M̂2) = 0, p2 δ′(p2, M̂2) = −δ(p2). The presence of
δ′(p2, M̂2) in FT of TPWF (18) is a consequence of the nonunitarity of translations
(δ′(p2, M̂2) is not a measure).

The commutator for dilaton field is

[σ̄(x), σ̄(0)] = 2 π i sign(x0)
[
b1 θ(x

2) + b2 δ(x
2)
]
. (19)

The coefficients b1 and b2 in (18) and (19) can be fixed from the canonical commu-
tation relations

[Aµ(x), πAν (0)]|x0=0 = i gµν δ
3(~x) (20)

and
[σ̄(x), πσ̄(0)]|x0=0 = i δ3(~x), (21)

respectively. πσ̄(x) and πAµ(x) in (21) and (20) are the conjugate momenta of σ̄(x)
and Aµ(x), respectively. Thus, the definition of the dilaton field σ̄(x) by means of the
secondary quantization method must be performed in the space with an indefinite
metric.
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In order to find the coefficients b1 and b2 we choose Iµ in the form Iµ = εm2(∂µσ−
Aµ) which is invariant under gauge transformations (7). Hence, we have an addi-
tional mixing term in LD (12), namely εm2(Aµ − ∂µσ)(Bµ − ∂µσ) accompanied by
the term ∼ ε Fµν B

µν . The new equations arise

�Aµ − a ∂µ (∂A) +m2(Aµ − ε−1Bµ) = m2 ∂µσ, a = 1− ξ/ε, (22)

(� + m̃2)(∂B) = m̃2�σ, m̃2 =
ε

ξ
m2 (23)

instead of Eqs. (14) and (13), respectively. The solution Bµ = ∂µσ obtained for an
arbitrary vector Iµ obeys Eq. (23) which leads to (15). The solution of Eq. (22) is
explicitly given in the form

Aµ = Cµ +
1

m
∂µϕ−

ξ

εm3
∂µ�ϕ, (24)

where ϕ = (1 + ε−1)mσ with (� +m2)Cµ = 0, ∂µC
µ = 0 and [Cµ(x), ϕ(y)] = 0.

Using (24) in (20) with πAν = ε(∂0Bν − ∂νB0)− ξ g0ν ∂
ρBρ one can find

b1 =
1

(2 π)2

ε f 2

ξ (1 + ε)

while (21) with

πσ̄ =

(
1 +

εm2

f 2

)
∂0σ̄ −

εm2

f
A0

gives

b2 =
−1

2 π2 (1−m2/f 2)
.

The propagator of canonical grandfather potential σ̄(x) is

τ(x) = 〈Ω, T [σ̄(x)σ̄(0)]Ω〉 = −b1

[
ln |κ2x2|+ iπθ(x2)

]
+b2

[
1

x2
+ iπδ(x2)

]
+b3, (25)

where κ ∼ l−1. On the other hand, (25) can be obtained through the Fourier
transformed distribution

τ(x) =
(2π)2

i

∫
d4pe

−ipx
{

4b1 lim
λ2→0

[
1

(p2 − λ2 + iε)2
+ iπ2 ln

λ2

κ2
δ4(p)

]
+

b2

p2 + iε

}
.

(26)
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To get (26) we have used the following properties of generalized functions [20]∫
d4p e

−i p x 1

(p2 − λ2 + i ε)2
=

i

8π2
K0

(
λ
√
−x2

µ + i ε
)

for small argument of the Bessel function K0(z)

K0(z) ' ln

(
2

z

)
− γ +O(z2, z2 ln z). (27)

The coefficient b3 in (25) is fixed in such a way as to cancel the term proportional
to ln 2 − γ in (27). The second term in the propagator (26) proportional to (1 +
m2/f 2)(p2+i ε)−1 is not a distribution (generalized function) since it is IR divergent.
This term also breaks the UV stability that means

(−p2)2 lim
λ2→0

[
1

(p2 − λ2 + iε)2
+ iπ2 ln

λ2

κ2
δ4(p)

]
= 1,

1

(4 π)2
�2
{

ln |κ2 x2
µ|+ i π θ(x2)

}
= δ4(p).

The commutator of Bµ field is [Bµ(x), Bν(y)] = (1 + 1/ε)−2 [Aµ(x), Aν(y)], where
[Aµ(x), Aν(y)] = −2 i/(π ξ) (1 + 1/ε) gµν ε(x

0) δ(x2).
The TPWF ωBµν(x) for Bµ field is defined by TPWF ωAµν(x) for Aµ field : ωBµν(x) =

−4 ε/[ξ (1 + ε)]ωAµν(x), where

ωAµν(x) = 2π

∫
d4p e

−i p x θ(p0)
[
−gµν δ(p2) + (ξ − 1) δ′(p2) pµ pν

]
in the arbitrary ξ - gauge. The propagator of Bµ field in four-momentum space is

τ̃µν(p) = −i
[
τ̃1µν (p) + τ̃2µν (p)

]
, (28)

with

τ̃1µν (p) =
4

ξ (1 + ε−1)
pµ pν lim

λ2→0

[
1

(p2 − λ2 + i ε)2
+ i π2 ln(l2 λ2) δ4(p)

]
,

τ̃2µν (p) = − 2

f 2 −m2

pµ pν
p2 + i ε

, (29)

where the ”strong gauge condition” ∂µσ(x) = Bµ(x) was used when the FT of τ(x)
has been evalulated in (26) first.
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Following by Zwanziger [11], the first term in (28) is understood through the
generalized function with the weak derivative ∂/∂pρ in the integral

lim
λ2→0

∫
d4p

ln(p2/M̂2 − i ε)
(−p2 + λ2 − i ε)2

pρ
∂

∂pρ
[pµ pν Rµν(p)] , (30)

where Rµν(p) is some test function. The operator pν ∂/∂pν in (30) annihilates
all terms of degree zero in momentum p which are logarithmically divergent ones,
whether in UV or in IR [11]. For small enough mixing ε the leading term in (28) is
given by (29).

V. Conclusions.- The model for the DM particle has been studied at the lowest
order of perturbative gauge theory using canonical quantization. The DP solution
has been found, moreover the vector DM field is massive. The slight excess in
the γγ-signal of the Higgs boson relative to the SM estimation is explained by the
influence of the conformal sector with DP contribution. The interaction between DP
and quarks is mediated by the derivative of the scalar, the dilaton. The propagator
of DP (28) turns to the standard form of massless photon once the mixing ε and the
DP mass m are disappeared. We estimated the upper limit for the mixing strength
ε < 3·10−2 for two-photon decay of the Higgs-like boson where the main contribution
is due to top-quark in the loop. This can be interpreted as the limit of the branching
ratio BR(H → γ γ?) which is just the rate of the two-photon decay of the Higgs
boson in the SM as ε = 0. We find that the DP mass is restricted by 4.7 GeV from
above. The theoretical approach based on the result Γ(γ? → νν̄) = (2/3) ε2 ᾱm
accompanied by EMNF calculations gives for DP mass m = 4.5 MeV. The combined
data of ATLAS and CMS at LHC [4] can allow to report that f < 1.7 TeV for
nlight = 5, while f < 1.54 TeV if the dilaton is heavier that the top quark. The
decay mode H → γ γ? can be used to probe the DM sector since the emitted energy
of the single photon is encoded with measuring of the missing of the recoil DP.
It’s clear from (3) and (4) that the LHC is the most promising machine where DM
physics can be discovered.
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